Microfluidic remote loading for rapid single-step liposomal drug preparation
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Microfluidic-directed formation of liposomes is combined with in-line sample purification and remote drug loading for single step, continuous-flow synthesis of nanoscale vesicles containing high concentrations of stably loaded drug compounds. Using an on-chip microdialysis element, the system enables rapid formation of large transmembrane pH and ion gradients, followed by immediate introduction of amphipathic drug for real-time remote loading into the liposomes. The microfluidic process enables in-line formation of drug-laden liposomes with drug : lipid molar ratios of up to 1.3, and a total on-chip residence time of approximately 3 min, representing a significant improvement over conventional bulk-scale methods which require hours to days for combined liposome synthesis and remote drug loading. The microfluidic platform may be further optimized to support real-time generation of purified liposomal drug formulations with high concentrations of drugs and minimal reagent waste for effective liposomal drug preparation at or near the point of care.

Introduction

Liposomes have made a remarkable impact on the pharmaceutical industry through their use as nanoparticle drug carriers, with applications including drug delivery for cancer treatment, antibiotics, and anesthetic compounds.1 An important key to the clinical utility of liposomal drugs has been the development of effective methods for loading high concentrations of therapeutic compounds into lipid vesicles. Strategies for encapsulation of drugs into liposomes may be categorized as either passive or active. During passive loading, the desired compound is typically added to the lipid mixture prior to vesicle formation, and drug molecules become sequestered within liposomes during the self-assembly process. However, passive encapsulation is inefficient, with less than 10% encapsulation efficiencies typically achieved for hydrophilic compounds, resulting in significant waste of valuable drug. In addition, the maximum attainable drug-to-lipid ratio (D/L) during passive loading is limited by drug solubility,2 constraining the total amount of drug that can be encapsulated. In addition, in the case of amphipathic drugs that possess both hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions, encapsulated drug can migrate out of the vesicles, resulting in varying concentration levels over time.3

In contrast, active loading is an alternate strategy for drug encapsulation that takes advantage of transmembrane chemical gradients to entrap amphipathic compounds from the surrounding environment into pre-formed liposomes.4 Because drug is incorporated from the extravesicular space after liposome formation, this strategy is referred to as remote loading. During the remote loading process, amphipathic drug diffuses through the bilayer lipid membrane into the intravesicular space; once inside the liposome, a chemical modification of the drug occurs, preventing membrane repermeation and therefore resulting in the accumulation of drug within the liposomes.5–7 Early work on remote loading focused on the use of pH gradients to encapsulate amphipathic weak bases.8–10 In this approach, liposomes are initially formed in an acidic environment. After vesicle self-assembly, the interior of the liposome remains acidic while the extravesicular pH level is adjusted to physiological conditions.11 Incubation with uncharged drug allows molecules to diffuse into the liposomal intravesicular cavity where they become protonated. The positively charged drug can no longer traverse the bilayer membrane and is trapped inside the liposomes.5–7 More recently, the development of remote loading methods based on the use of transmembrane ion gradients has proven highly effective for the loading of both amphipathic weak bases and acids.12 In this approach, liposomes are formed with a high concentration of a suitable ionic species selected to act as a counterion to the amphipathic drug. As the drug crosses the liposome membrane, it is rapidly formed into an insoluble salt through ionization, resulting in the formation of an insoluble salt which cannot diffuse back into the extravesicular environment, resulting in
exceptionally high loading levels and improved liposome stability during storage and circulation.\textsuperscript{11–14} Because \textit{in vivo} toxicity is inversely related to D/L,\textsuperscript{15} increased drug concentration is a highly desirable attribute for nanoparticle-enabled therapeutics.

Here we report a microfluidic system that enables rapid and efficient remote loading of amphipathic drugs into nanoscale liposomes, combining liposome synthesis and remote drug loading in a continuous integrated process. Unlike established bulk methods for remote drug loading, in which each process step is performed in a series of discrete manual operations using large fluid volumes, the microfluidic system incorporates liposome formation, buffer exchange, and liposome/drug mixing and incubation in a continuous flow process. The platform, shown schematically in Fig. 1, takes advantage of an established microfluidic hydrodynamic flow focusing method for the formation of functionalized, nearly monodisperse liposomes.\textsuperscript{16–20} The liposome synthesis technology is extended here with the addition of a counterflow microdialysis element, enabling steep transmembrane ion gradients to be formed immediately prior to remote drug loading. The system further implements a drug loading and incubation zone that includes micromixer structures to enhance interactions between liposomes and amphipathic compounds during the remote loading process. A fabricated device supporting this set of functions is depicted in Fig. 2, together with a view of the multiple layers used during device fabrication. The resulting device decreases the processing time for liposome preparation and remote drug loading from a multi-day process to less than 3 minutes, with resulting D/L values up to 5 times greater than typical liposomal therapeutics prepared by conventional bulk scale processes.\textsuperscript{21}

![Fig. 1](image1.png)  
(a) Schematic of the fully-integrated microfluidic device for remote loading of liposomal therapeutic nanomedicines in-line with liposome synthesis and buffer exchange via microdialysis for rapid generation of nearly monodisperse, functionalized liposomes with tunable diameters containing high concentrations of stably loaded compounds. (b) Cross-sectional view of the microfluidic system, revealing the differing channel heights supporting each process step.
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Fig. 2 Schematic (exploded view) (a–c) of the PDMS/cellulose hybrid microfluidic device with (a) a channel for buffer counterflow, (b) patterned nanoporous regenerated cellulose dialysis membrane, and (c) sample channel for liposome synthesis, buffer exchange, and remote drug loading. (d) Photograph of a fabricated device.
Experimental

Disclaimer

Certain commercial equipment, instruments, or materials are identified in this report in order to specify the experimental procedure adequately. Such identification is not intended to imply recommendation or endorsement by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor is it intended to imply that the materials or equipment identified are necessarily the best available for the purpose.

Device fabrication

Microchannels were fabricated in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrates by soft lithography techniques using dry film photoresist molds22 produced in a multilayer lamination process. Dry film photoresist (Riston MM115i, DuPont, Research Triangle Park, NC) was laminated onto a clean glass slide at 110 °C using a feed rate of 0.02 m s⁻¹ and placed on a hot plate at 110 °C for 20 min to promote adhesion. The substrate was patterned by contact photolithography using a UV flood exposure instrument (PRX-1000; Tamarack Scientific Co., Corona, CA) at a dose of 72 mJ cm⁻² for a single layer of photoresist. Multiple photoresist layers were processed sequentially using this approach, with a 1.2× increase in UV dose per layer. Each layer of the dry film photoresist is approximately 37 μm, as measured using by stylus profilometry. Following UV exposure, the multilayer substrate was developed using a 1 wt% sodium carbonate solution. The resulting molds feature 3 regions with 3 different channel heights (Fig. 1). Specifically, the flow focusing and liposome stabilization region was 30 μm wide and 112 μm deep, the buffer exchange region was 1.2 mm wide and 37 μm deep, and the drug loading and mixing region was 30 μm wide and 27 μm deep. Buffer counterflow channels were 1.2 mm wide and 37 μm deep.

The dry film photoresist molds were next used to create microchannels in PDMS. Two separate molds were used to form an upper substrate containing flow focusing, buffer exchange, and drug loading channels, and a lower substrate containing a buffer counterflow channel to assist in microdialysis. The molds were placed in plastic petri dishes and a 10:1 (w:w) mixture of pre-polymer PDMS elastomer and curing agent (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning Corp., Midland, MI) was poured over a glass slide and spin coated at 3500 rpm for 60 s. The bottom piece of PDMS containing the counterflow channels was stamped onto the thin layer of PDMS, which served as a sealing agent for the microchannels. The patterned RC membrane was aligned with the microchannels on the top piece of PDMS containing the flow focusing, dialysis, and drug loading regions. The two substrates were aligned and pressed together by hand, then placed in a convection oven at 80 °C overnight to cure the intermediate PDMS bonding layer. Fig. 2 represents a schematic of an exploded view of the device components as well as a photograph of the actual device.

Lipid film and buffer preparation

Dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC), cholesterol, and dipalmitoylphosphatidylethanolamine-PEG 2000 (PEG2000-PE) (Avanti Polar Lipids Inc., Alabaster, AL) were combined in chloroform (Mallinckrodt Baker Inc., Phillipsburg, NJ) at a molar ratio of 55:35:10. The lipid mixture was prepared in a glass scintillation vial then stored in a vacuum desiccator for at least 24 h for complete solvent removal. The desiccated lipid mixture was re-dissolved in anhydrous ethanol (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) for a total lipid concentration of either 40 mmol L⁻¹ or 20 mmol L⁻¹, as noted.

Ammonium sulfate (250 mmol L⁻¹, adjusted to pH 4.6) and isosmotic 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) (10 mmol L⁻¹ with 140 mmol L⁻¹ sodium chloride, adjusted to pH 7.6) were prepared for microdialysis and remote loading experiments (both from Sigma-Aldrich). In some cases, trisodium 8-hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonate (pyranine) (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) was added to the buffers for pH measurements (1 μmol L⁻¹). Acridine Orange hydrochloride (AO) at an initial concentration of 10 mg mL⁻¹ (Sigma-Aldrich) was further diluted in deionized water as noted and used for remote loading experiments. Doxorubicin hydrochloride (DOX) (Sigma-Aldrich) was diluted to 1.4 mg mL⁻¹ for in-line synthesis and remote loading experiments. All solvents and buffers were passed through 0.22 μm filters (Millipore Corp., New Bedford, MA) before being introduced to the microfluidic device.

Numerical simulation of ion exchange via microdialysis

Exchange of ammonium sulfate ions during microdialysis was investigated via numerical simulations with a two-dimensional...
model using COMSOL Multiphysics 4.1 (COMSOL, Inc., Burlington, MA). The Transport of Diluted Species (chds) physics interface was applied for the simulation to depict the concentration profiles of the ammonium sulfate salt within the microchannels. Microchannel dimensions from the actual devices fabricated and RC membranes used for the study were used to build the model, as well as the known value of the diffusion coefficient of ammonium sulfate in water at room temperature \( D = 8.0 \times 10^{-6} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1} \). \(^{24}\)

**Buffer exchange and remote drug loading**

Microfluidic devices comprising only the 27 cm long buffer exchange zone (sample channel and buffer counterflow channel) were first used to characterize performance of the microdialysis element for rapid ion exchange and remote drug loading. To evaluate buffer exchange, ammonium sulfate (pH 4.6) was injected into the sample inlet, and isosmotic HEPES (pH 7.6 or pH 9.6) was injected into the buffer counterflow inlet with the resulting sample collected for analysis. Sample and counterflow flow velocities were kept equal to one another, and varied from 0.3 cm s\(^{-1}\) to 0.6 cm s\(^{-1}\) (approximately 7 \( \mu \text{L} \text{ min}^{-1}\) to 14 \( \mu \text{L} \text{ min}^{-1}\), respectively). Pyranine was used as a pH-sensitive molecular probe to determine the pH of the sample and counterflow buffer eluents. Fluorescence intensity maxima of pyranine at 400 nm and 450 nm is strongly dependent on hydrogen ion concentration, and thus measuring the ratio of the 510 nm fluorescence signal at these excitation wavelengths allows solution pH to be determined. \(^{25}\) Off-chip samples as well as standard curves for calibration over the range from pH 3 to pH 12 were measured using a SpectraMax plate reader (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA).

To analyze AO concentrations, liposome samples were collected following AO loading and placed into 7 kDa \( M_w \) cutoff dialysis units (Slide-A-Lyzer MINI; Pierce, Rockford, IL) with isosmotic HEPES as the exchange buffer. The samples were dialyzed for a total of 4 h with 3 buffer exchanges to ensure complete purification of free AO. Absorbance measurements of the purified samples as well as a serial dilution of AO in buffer at \( 
\lambda_{\text{max}} = 495 \text{ nm} \) were taken using a plate reader (SpectraMax; Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA) to determine encapsulated AO concentration. The drug-to-lipid ratio of each resultant sample was obtained through these absorbance measurements together with theoretical final lipid concentration, as determined by the initial lipid concentration and given flow rate ratio. The estimate for the final lipid concentration was based on the assumption that all lipids were incorporated into vesicles in the final solution. In practice, some portion of these lipids may be excluded from the liposomes and remain in solution as small micelles or aggregates, and thus the calculated D/L values reflect conservative estimates for this parameter.

To assess the remote drug loading process following buffer exchange, liposomes were first prepared in a separate microfluidic chip by hydrodynamic flow focusing. \(^{16-19}\) Briefly, hybrid PDMS–glass devices with 50 \( \mu \text{m} \) wide and 300 \( \mu \text{m} \) deep microchannels were fabricated, and lipid–ethanol mixture (40 mmol L\(^{-1}\)) was injected into the microfluidic device between two sheath flows of ammonium sulfate buffer (250 mmol L\(^{-1}\), pH 4.6). The flow rate ratio, defined as the ratio of the volumetric flow rate of the aqueous buffer to the flow rate of lipids in ethanol, \(^{16-19}\) was set to 20. Total linear flow velocity was set to 12.5 cm s\(^{-1}\), or an equivalent volumetric flow rate of 112 \( \mu \text{L} \text{ min}^{-1}\). To reduce vesicle size, the microfluidic device was operated on a hot plate at 50 °C throughout synthesis. \(^{26}\) The resulting liposome size distributions (volume weighted) were characterized via dynamic light scattering (Nano ZSP, Malvern Instruments Ltd., UK). Volume weighted distributions, i.e. sizes were weighted proportionally to their volume, were chosen to represent sample diameters to avoid signal seen by any large aggregates or dust present within the sample.

The liposomes in ammonium sulfate buffer were injected into the inlet of the microdialysis chip with isosmotic HEPES (pH 7.6) as the buffer counterflow. AO, an amphipathic dye used as a drug analog for remote loading experiments, was introduced through a secondary channel immediately after buffer exchange at a ratio of 1:3 relative to the sample channel volumetric flow rate. Liposome sample velocity was varied from 0.17 cm s\(^{-1}\) to 0.44 cm s\(^{-1}\) with AO concentration constant at 0.25 mg mL\(^{-1}\) to investigate the effect of flow velocity and residence time on loading concentration and efficiency. AO concentration was varied from 0.125 mg mL\(^{-1}\) to 2.5 mg mL\(^{-1}\) (corresponding to D/L values of 0.22 to 4.35, respectively) with the flow velocity held constant at 0.26 cm s\(^{-1}\) to explore the effect of AO concentration on loading efficiency and maximum D/L levels in the resulting drug-laden liposomes.

**In-line liposome synthesis and drug loading**

An integrated device containing a liposome formation region, microdialysis buffer-exchange region, and drug-loading region was used to evaluate the overall process. For liposome formation, lipid–ethanol solution (20 mmol L\(^{-1}\)) was injected into the flow-focusing element between two sheath flows of aqueous ammonium sulfate buffer (250 mmol L\(^{-1}\), pH 4.6). The total volumetric flow rate was 6 \( \mu \text{L} \text{ min}^{-1}\) (corresponding to 0.26 cm s\(^{-1}\) in the dialysis region) with a flow rate ratio of 10. The microdialysis counterflow buffer flow rate was matched to the primary flow rate to minimize the average pressure gradient across the RC membrane. The drug : liposome sample flow rate ratio was 1:3 for all experiments. For drug loading, both AO (0.5 mg mL\(^{-1}\) and 1.0 mg mL\(^{-1}\), corresponding to initial D/L values of 0.22 and 0.44, respectively) and DOX (1.4 mg mL\(^{-1}\), corresponding to an initial D/L of 0.44) were investigated. Multiple samples were collected (\( n = 3 \)) for each test.

To ensure that free drug remaining in the collection buffer following remote loading did not affect concentration measurements, collected liposome samples were further dialyzed off-chip with isosmotic HEPES as the exchange buffer. Two aliquots of each sample, one off-chip and one two-fold dilution,
were dialyzed for 4 h with 3 buffer exchanges for complete purification of free DOX or AO. Absorbance measurements of the purified samples as well as a serial dilution of DOX or AO in buffer were compared with standard curves to determine final encapsulated drug concentration. Size distributions of collected samples were further characterized by dynamic light scattering (Nano ZSP, Malvern Instruments).

**Results**

Counterflow microdialysis provides an efficient method for on-chip buffer exchange, enabling rapid transport and removal of free ions from the sample buffer while preventing loss of nanoparticles during the exchange of small ions across the microdialysis membrane. To evaluate performance of this approach for establishing transmembrane ion gradients in a rapid flow-through format, a PDMS–RC device consisting solely of the counterflow microdialysis zone was fabricated (without remote drug loading). Characterization of the device for ion exchange was first evaluated by introducing buffers at different pH values through the sample and counterflow ports. Rapid pH change of the sample flow was observed, as revealed through pyranine fluorescence measurements, with the level of pH shift roughly proportional to residence time as determined by the applied flow rate (Fig. 3). As expected, microdialysis performance was also found to be dependent on counterflow buffer pH, with a greater difference in pH between the sample and counterflow buffers resulting in a larger pH shift at the sample buffer outlet. For the experimental conditions tested, a maximum shift of 3 pH units was achieved using pH 9.6 counterflow buffer and a residence time within the dialysis channel of 83 s. This is substantially faster than bulk scale microdialysis, which can take hours for complete buffer exchange to occur.

A prediction for the transport of ammonium sulfate ions during microdialysis can be made by considering simple diffusion within the system. Using a value of \(8.0 \times 10^{-6} \text{ cm}^2 \text{s}^{-1}\) for the diffusion coefficient of ammonium sulfate in water at room temperature,\(^24\) the diffusion time for a characteristic length scale given by the microchannel height (37 μm) is 1.71 s, significantly smaller than the residence times explored in this work which ranged from 42 s to 83 s. To verify this prediction, ammonium ion transport was evaluated through a two-dimensional numerical simulation of the device. As shown in Fig. 4, the model suggests that the extra-liposomal ammonium ion content is reduced by more than 100 times from the initial concentration sequestered within the vesicles, a necessary condition for effective remote loading.\(^{11,27}\)

A potential concern with the continuous flow microdialysis element is potential alteration of liposome size during dialysis. Prior to buffer exchange, the microfluidic-synthesized liposomes were found to be 80.8 nm in diameter with a very low polydispersity index (PDI) of 0.049. Size distributions measured before and after on-chip microdialysis revealed only a slight increase in mean vesicle size to 91.5 nm, confirming that the on-chip counterflow microdialysis element did not significantly affect the liposome size. Buffer counterflow eluent was also collected and examined via light scattering. No detectable signal was observed, revealing that intact liposomes do not escape the membrane and enter the counterflow during microdialysis.

Anthracyclines represent an important class of drugs for liposomal encapsulation. Received by nearly every patient undergoing systemic cancer chemotherapy, anthracyclines are among the most utilized and effective antitumor drugs developed to date.\(^28\) Liposomal forms of anthracyclines can provide increased efficacy with significantly reduced toxicity,\(^29\) enhancing the overall clinical value of the drugs.\(^30\) Liposomal encapsulation of the anthracycline doxorubicin (DOX) has proven particularly successful for treatment of a range of cancers, with remote loading of DOX into preformed liposomes being a key feature of this success.\(^31\) Here we use DOX as a model drug encapsulant to investigate the potential for continuous flow remote drug loading using the microfluidic process.

Initial testing was performed using preformed liposomes injected into the counterflow microdialysis chip to form the desired transmembrane ion gradient, followed by on-chip introduction of AO as a suitable analog to DOX. AO is an amphipathic weak base with similar properties to DOX, and is known to behave similarly to DOX during remote loading with ammonium sulfate gradients.\(^11,13,31,32\) Fig. 5a presents the measured final D/L and encapsulation efficiency (EE) for AO-loaded liposomes prepared using an initial D/L of 0.44 when varying the sample velocity from 0.18 cm s\(^{-1}\) to 0.45 cm s\(^{-1}\), for a total residence time within the mixing channel ranging from 4.25 min to 1.7 min, respectively. While a slight increase in both final D/L and EE was observed with increasing flow rate, overall remote loading using the microfluidic approach exhibited little dependence on flow velocity. In contrast, the initial concentration of drug compound introduced following ion exchange had a substantial effect on the final D/L (Fig. 5b).
By increasing the initial D/L level, final D/L values up to 1.3 were achieved. This effect is likely due to the significantly decreased diffusion lengths with increasing AO concentration and thus a greater quantity of AO may be loaded when the initial concentration is higher. Reported D/L values for liposomal anthracyclines produced via conventional bulk-scale remote loading are typically below 0.25, significantly less than the levels achieved using the microfluidic process. The higher optimal D/L observed for the microfluidic platform can be explained by the rapid introduction of AO following buffer exchange, together with the use of a high initial D/L and effective on-chip mixing between liposomes and encapsulant for decreased diffusion lengths during drug loading in the presence of a stable and steep ion gradient. Encapsulation efficiency of the resulting liposomes was observed to increase with initial D/L, then began to diminish for initial D/L values exceeding 2.17. This result is in accordance with previous studies based on bulk-scale loading based on longer loading periods (hours to days), which suggest EE peaks at an initial D/L of 0.95 and decreases at higher ratios. This behavior is due to insufficient intravesicular loading capacity above some limiting D/L level, resulting in a lower EE as drug concentration is further increased. The higher optimal D/L observed for the microfluidic platform is believed to result from the highly efficient formation of a transmembrane ion gradient due to rapid microfluidic buffer exchange, together with immediate interactions between the vesicles and the amphipathic molecules to be loaded. The steep transmembrane ion gradient achieved through rapid buffer exchange may enable higher D/L ratios to be achieved through microfluidic remote loading versus bulk scale processes.
After demonstrating buffer exchange, pH adjustment, and remote loading of AO into preformed vesicles using the microfluidic approach, lipid synthesis in-line with microdialysis and remote loading of both AO and DOX was performed using an integrated device combining all of the process steps in a single flow-through chip. The resulting liposomes were first characterized for diameter when AO, DOX or buffer was alternately injected as the drug loading phase (Fig. 6). Under the flow conditions used in these experiments, the resulting liposomes exhibited an average diameter of 225.5 nm ± 44.8 nm for the case of buffer without amphiphatic encapsulant, while a reduction in liposome size to 190.9 nm ± 43.0 nm for DOX-loaded liposomes and 191.5 nm ± 33.4 nm for AO-loaded liposomes was observed. The reduction in liposome size of approximately 15% after remote loading may reflect a change in morphology to a characteristic “coffee bean” shape resulting from drug crystallization within the vesicles, leading to altered signals during dynamic light scattering. Confirmation of drug crystallization was verified through cryogenic transmission electron microscopy (cryoTEM) imaging. A cryoTEM image of a DOX-loaded liposome is shown inset in Fig. 6.

A summary of measured final D/L values following AO and DOX loading within the integrated microfluidic device is presented in Table 1. Prior results for the case of AO loading using preformed liposomes generated in a separate chip are also shown for comparison. An initial D/L of 0.44 was selected for DOX, as this ratio was found to maximize loading efficiency in initial experiments using AO (Fig. 4). The DOX loaded liposomes generated by the microfluidic device had a final D/L of 0.32 ± 0.03 (standard deviation), which exceeds the typical D/L of 0.25 or less achieved by bulk remote loading employing overnight incubation. The total on-chip residence time of within the microfluidic device was less than 3 min. In addition, initial D/L values of 0.22 and 0.44 were used for testing AO loading, resulting in final D/L values of 0.06 ± 0.01 and 0.32 ± 0.11, respectively.

Encapsulation efficiency using the integrated system was also evaluated. Referring to Table 1, the DOX-loaded liposomes yielded an EE of approximately 72%, lower than typical values for conventional remote loading which can exceed 99%. Lower encapsulation efficiency compared to bulk-scale remote loading is not surprising, since the incubation time is up to 300 times lower within the microfluidic system. Regardless, this is an aspect of the microfluidic approach which must be improved to minimize drug waste, for example by implementing a method for capturing and recycling drug in an additional on-chip stage following remote loading. In addition to reducing manufacturing costs by reducing waste of valuable drug compounds, optimizing loading conditions could also eliminate the need for off-chip purification, enabling real-time production of stably encapsulated, highly concentrated liposomal drugs at or near the point of care.

Direct comparison of in-line system performance with the previous results from remote loading using preformed liposomes is hampered by the different sizes of each liposome population. When performing in-line remote loading, fluidic coupling between the upstream liposome formation zone and downstream microdialysis and drug loading zones demands careful design of the channel dimensions, together with appropriate selection of inlet flow rates. Liposome size and polydispersity are both impacted by the buffer:lipid flow rate ratio, overall volumetric flow rate, and microchannel dimensions selected for effective liposome self-assembly during hydrodynamic flow focusing. However, these same parameters also affect microdialysis and remote drug loading performance. While channel dimensions for each functional element in the system can be designed independently, allowing a degree of decoupling between these constraints, the current
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**Fig. 6** a) Volume-weighted size distributions from remote loading of DOX and AO into liposomes in-line with synthesis and microdialysis for buffer exchange in comparison to unloaded liposomes (buffer only) generated by the same microfluidic device. A cryoTEM image of a DOX-loaded liposome formed in-line with synthesis is shown inset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loading case</th>
<th>Liposome diameter (nm)</th>
<th>Drug/agent</th>
<th>D/L (initial)</th>
<th>D/L (final)</th>
<th>EE (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preformed</td>
<td>80.8 ± 17.9</td>
<td>AO</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.01</td>
<td>23.5 ± 4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.24 ± 0.06</td>
<td>55.9 ± 10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-line</td>
<td>191.5 ± 33.4</td>
<td>AO</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.06 ± 0.01</td>
<td>26.9 ± 2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.32 ± 0.11</td>
<td>69.8 ± 18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>190.9 ± 43.0</td>
<td>DOX</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.32 ± 0.03</td>
<td>71.8 ± 4.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Summary of D/L and EE measurements for AO loaded liposomes (preformed liposomes produced in a separate chip) and DOX and AO loaded liposomes (formed in-line with synthesis in a single integrated chip). Similar results were achieved for DOX and AO loading within the integrated device. Slightly higher final D/L and EE values were observed when remote loading was performed in-line with liposome synthesis. The in-line remote loading process achieves D/L levels exceeding typical values of 0.25 or below achieved by day-long bulk incubation, but with only a 3 minute on-chip residence time.
microfabrication process used for device manufacture presents some limitations. For example, to avoid sagging of the microdialysis membrane, a maximum channel width of 1.2 mm was used for the buffer exchange zone. Similarly, total volumetric flow rates were minimized to prevent delamination of the hybrid microfluidic device due to excessive internal fluid pressure. As a result of these constraints, liposomes formed using the on-line system were approximately twice the diameter of their preformed counterparts. Although residual pH gradients decrease with decreasing vesicle size due to decreased intravesicular volumes, it has been shown that this effect can be circumvented by including a buffering capacity greater than 300 mmol L\(^{-1}\). Additionally, given the significantly larger volume of the in-line liposomes, it is notable that both the final D/L and EE values for in-line encapsulation were comparable to the case of preformed liposome loading, with slight increases in both values for the larger liposomes. This further emphasizes the observation that the initial D/L is the dominant parameter that defines encapsulation performance during remote loading within the continuous flow microfluidic system.

Finally, we note that liposome concentrations achieved by the microfluidic system are typically in the range of 10\(^{10}\)–10\(^{12}\) liposomes mL\(^{-1}\), depending on experimental parameters including lipid concentration and flow rate ratio. For comparison, reported concentration levels generated by typical bulk production methods range from 10\(^{7}\)–10\(^{12}\) liposomes mL\(^{-1}\), indicating that the microfluidic technique can provide a viable alternative for liposomal drug preparation without requiring significant additional steps to further concentrate the vesicles following on-chip processing.

Conclusion

By combining liposome synthesis via microfluidic flow focusing, membrane microdialysis for buffer exchange, and in-line introduction of amphiphatic weak bases for remote loading within a single microfluidic device, this study converts a conventional multi-step bulk-scale process requiring hours to days of labor into a microscale process which requires a total on-chip residence time of approximately 3 minutes. By taking advantage of the reduced diffusive length scales characteristic of microscale flows, the microfluidic method implements remote loading as a seamless continuous flow process, with the potential to simplify and increase the robustness of this critical step in nanoliposomal drug production. The further ability to perform integrated liposome formation using hydrodynamic flow focusing prior to formation of a transmembrane ion gradient for remote drug loading allows the entire sequence of steps required for liposomal drug production to be performed as a single in-line and continuous flow process. The microfluidic method demonstrated here enable exceptionally high drug loading levels, with D/L values above unity easily achieved. Future optimization of device design and flow conditions are expected to further improve encapsulation efficiency, enabling just-in-time production of purified liposomal drug formulations with minimal drug waste.
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